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INTRODUCTION 
Various aspects of video game marketing and branding remain underexplored. For 
example, how players perceive the authenticity of a video game and how these 
perceptions might be influenced by player engagement behaviours. Brand authenticity 
involves a brand being seen to be dedicated to ideals, having a core set of values 
(Johnson et al. 2015), and is built-up in consumers’ minds by stable, consistent brand 
behaviour (Moulard et al. 2015). As a result, brand authenticity is desirable for brands 
to cultivate and to understand the relationship between their consumers and their 
brands (Lude and Prügl, 2018; Preece, 2015). Video game players are known for their 
many and varied engagement activities that are often hosted and disseminated 
through active online communities and networks (Kim, 2014). A common form of 
engagement for video game players is the creation of mods, and these are often 
encouraged by developers because they derive economic, social, and technical 
benefits from them (Curtis et al. 2022; Kim, 2014; Sotamaa, 2010).  However, how 
modding might impact upon consumer perceptions of a video game brand’s 
authenticity remains unexplored. For example, if video game players deemed a video 
game to be lacking authenticity, would they attempt to fix or restore that authenticity 
via modding, or feel that modding the game might further impact adversely on its 
authenticity.  

To address these knowledge gaps concerning video game brand management and 
brand authenticity, a mod and the Mass Effect Legendary Edition (BioWare, 2021), a 
remastered version of the first three Mass Effect games, were used as the contexts for 
this research. The mod selected was the Audemus' Happy Ending Mod (AHEM), 
which was released in January 2022. It was created to alter the ending of the final 
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Mass Effect game to produce a ‘happier’ ending and was selected due to player 
protests and dissatisfaction with the original Mass Effect 3 ending (Reardon et al. 
2017). 786 comments dedicated to AHEM were downloaded from a forum on 
Nexusmods, one of the largest modding websites on the internet. These comments 
were posted between January 1 2022 and January 14 2023. 521 comments were 
removed from the analysis as they consisted of purely technical questions such as 
issues with glitches or installation instructions. The remaining 265 comments were 
analysed. The data analysis method combined non-participatory netnography (Scholz 
and Smith, 2019), phenomenographic (Åkerlind, 2012; McCosker et al. 2004), and 
thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) to investigate consumer feelings about 
how the mod impacted upon their perceptions of the Mass Effect brand authenticity. 

Virtually every comment was highly positive about the idea of the AHEM mod as 
well as the actual mod. 97 comments were coded specifically as ‘Excited’. The 
comments were generally short and expressed gratitude and excitement for the mod 
without providing any more details. For example: ‘such a great mod! thank you so 
much for making it!!’ Just 9 comments were coded as ‘AHEM made the game less 
authentic’. However, even these comments were relatively positive: ‘I will applaud 
your effort but I won't be using this (..).’ 

142 comments were coded as AHEM made the game more authentic. These 
comments indicated that the AHEM mod helped address and improve player 
perceptions of authenticity of the Mass Effect 3 ending in the legendary edition of the 
game. With the mod installed, player perceptions and expectations of an authentic 
ending were enhanced and met. Players expressed that they had been disappointed 
and even betrayed by the original ending and the AHEM mod allowed them to 
experience something that felt like canon and authentic to the story and world of 
Mass Effect. The AHEM mod allowed them closure and satisfaction with the ending 
that they could not obtain with the original un-modded game. 45 players even noted 
that they were unable to play Mass Effect, or purchase the Legendary Edition 
specifically, without a happy ending mod such as AHEM. For these players, the 
entirety of the game had lacked authenticity to the point where it was distasteful or 
not entertaining to play. Therefore, for some players the modding and engagement 
behaviours of the Mass Effect players who created AHEM were required for them to 
perceive the Mass Effect 3 ending and games as a whole as authentic.  

The results of this research suggest that perceptions of video game brand authenticity 
can be restored or altered by player modding engagement activities. However, this 
raises questions about whether players would always be happy to undertake such time 
consuming activities (Poor, 2014) as creating the AHEM mod to alter or restore a 
video game brand’s authenticity. Further research could be conducted exploring when 
and why players would be willing to undertake modding and engagement activities to 
restore or alter video game brand authenticity.  
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